SECRET 1213302

PRITY WAVE INFO DIR CITE SJAN 8954

TYPIC

LOGS 12 MAR 1953 1NB4337

REF: WAVE 5462 80819 1

1. REQUEST WAVE OBTAIN FROM ARTIME NAMES OF 15 PUERTO RICANS HE ALLEGES ARE PRESENTLY IN TRAINING IN CUBA.

2. AS YOU PROBABLY KNOW ARTIME MADE STATEMENT TO PRESS FOLLOWING INTERVIEW WITH MUNOZ AND SAID HE HAD NAMES BUT "COULD NOT MAKE THEM PUBLIC".

3. ON 11 MARCH ARTIME HAD MEETING WITH GEN. DEL MAR WHICH ARRANGED BY JERONIMO ESTEVEZ. AT KARNLEY SUGGESTION DEL MAR ASKED ARTIME FOR NAMES BUT ARTIME COULD NOT PRODUCE. SAID HE WOULD GET NAMES. INFERRED HE HAD ALREADY TURNED THEM OVER TO ODYOKE IN MIAMI.

4. IN PRESS INTERVIEW ARTIME ALSO SAID MUNOZ WAS ALREADY AWARE PUERTO RICANS TRAINING IN CUBA. STATION QUERIED SPYKE-1 WHO SAID